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Socio-technical orientation
ICT anchors in a society of humans
C b i tonsequences ecome a soc e y 
phenomenon
Design & Development of ICT artifacts 
need be viewed as interventions in reality      
– Inclusive
R i– espons ve Participation
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Participatory Design (PD)
Approaches and Methodologies whose 
point of departure is the current or future        
users of the [IT] artifact under development
Users are central actors:
– Inform, consult and collaborate in the process
– Co-determine artifact and workplace 
development
– Play key role in mutual learning
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PD components
Goal is improving quality of life
– Focus is servicing the intervention, not technology
Orientation is collaborative
– Understanding and respecting use/technology  
knowledge domains
– Negotiating focus and goals through familiarity of other
Process is iterative
– Ideas generated from real work situations – evaluated 
d di d d l d f than  scar e  or exp ore  ur er
– Mock-ups, prototypes, design scenarios of real use
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PD components (contd.)
Building relationships and appending to 
context
– Building the right team and familiarity
– Contextual inquiry – design at work
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PD: a historical perspective
Projects in Scandinavia
– 1970s: trade unions interest in how technology would 
affect their working conditions and interests (Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark)
1980 b i ffi k j t ( t– s: em race n o ce wor  pro ec s governmen , 
administration and health)
Spread to other regions:   
– Italy – local authorities
– Germany – GMD (school and local authority)     _
– Canada – university self managed office automation
– UK – managers, clerks of city Library
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Results from PD projects
Development of policies, control structures 
and infrastructure 
Democratization of work practices
Development of context specific approaches
General european socio-technical approach–     
emphasizing collective resource
N th i j i t h h i i– or  amer can o n  approac  emp as z ng 
technical and efficiency specifications
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For us in Kenya
Need for reflection on practice
– Study developing a methodological framework for 




– Support for articulation of ‘our solution‘
Need to address
– Attitudes to other domain knowledges
– Democratic space in our social structures
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Conclusion
We have a challenge to not only
embrace technologies or–   
– build infrastructure
but also to
– Build our socio-technological identity based on      
our context
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Thank you 
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